Welcome and Meeting Overview
led by Mari Gonzalez, DVRPC

TIP Basics, Funding Challenges and Draft Draft FY 2021 TIP for PA
Rick Murphy, Manager, PA Capital Programs
Rick explained what the TIP is, how it is funded and covered the different PennDot districts. He also covered how projects end up on the TIP and went over different funding scenarios. Rick informed the audience that we are currently open for public comments. The TIP guide was shared as a resource. Lastly, he covered specific projects and provided visuals for each.

Updated TIP- LRP Benefit Evaluation Criteria
Jesse Buerks, Capital Project Development Manager
Jesse explained the updated TIP- LRP Benefit Evaluation Criteria. He also covered the Expand Environmental Justice/ TitleVI impact analysis for Draft FY2021 TIP for PA.

How to submit a public comment?
Katie Nash, Transportation Planner
Katie covered how to and where to submit a TIP public comment. She covered how to gather information on a project via webmap and provided tips on how to make an effective public comment. The online TIP map was demonstrated and shared as a resource.

7:25 Q&A led by Alison Hastings
Featuring the following experts as the TIP panel:
Elizabeth Schoonmaker the Associate Director of Transportation Programs, Kwan Hui the Manager of NJ Capital Programs, and the speakers listed above